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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

Discover the unique challenges that exist with Proton Facilities and Mass Concrete Construction
Gain an understanding of how BIM can actively support a collaborative workflow
Learn some useful techniques within Revit for managing multiparty, collaborative design-assist workflows
Learn how to apply these same principles and workflows to other projects

DESCRIPTION
There are many unique aspects to designing and building a proton treatment facility. As an emerging type of
treatment for cancer, proton centers present challenges that are not like any other healthcare project. With the
complexity of the systems that support this new type of treatment, the use of Building Information Modeling
(BIM) plays a crucial role in the development of these types of projects. In this class, you will explore how the use
of BIM throughout design and construction affected the development of two different yet very similar proton
facilities. With a unique opportunity of a consistent team but different workflows, you will experience the power
that BIM presents when applied as not just an authoring tool, but also as a pathway for collaboration.

YOUR AU EXPERTS
Scott Cloud oversees Brasfield & Gorrie, LLC's, regional implementation of Virtual Design and Construction
(VDC) services, supporting over $1 billion worth of projects. With over 11 years of experience in the architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) industry, he has been involved in a diverse range of projects ranging from
healthcare to large commercial to heavy industrial and sports/entertainment. Scott has a passion for technology
and the discovery of the "new," and his out-of-the-box thinking has led to many successful developments of new
processes, workflows, and ideas.
Preston’s skills and experience span multiple disciplines including Architectural Design, MEPFP Design and
Software Design. His work at Bard, Rao + Athanas Consulting Engineers (BR+A) primarily focuses on the
enhancement of the design process and furthering the implementation of BIM practices. With nearly fifteen years
of experience with CAD/BIM technologies he has been able to create and implement strategies for utilizing BIM to
make design workflows more collaborative, efficient, and ultimately, profitable.
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RECENT UPTICK IN FACILITY NECESSITY
Over the past several years, more and more proton treatment facilities have emerged throughout the United
States. As illustrated in the chart below, it was estimated that approximately 13 million people would be
diagnosed with cancer in 2012. Twenty percent of those individuals are potential candidates for less invasive
treatment performed by proton treatment centers. The current 32 centers can only treat about 30,ooo patients,
or less than 0.5% of the total demand, resulting in a need for 8,000 additional treatment rooms.

http://pronovasolutions.com/the-need-for-proton/
The chart below illustrates the Bragg-Peak index highlighting the differences of proton treatment verse
conventional radiation treatment. The primary takeaway from this chart is the high concentration of the
radiation dose that can be targeted to the specific location and depth of the tumor. Proton treatment
offers a much lower entrance does and almost no exit dose, which minimizes any impact to surrounding
tissue.
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MAJOR PIECES OF THE FACILITY
Proton Facilities contain quite a few parts that are integral to allowing it to function as designed. Depending on
the vendor supplying the hospital these may located in different locations or may themselves be different
altogether. There are some parts however, that are common amongst the various vendors we have worked with
and we have included a little information about how they serve the process.
Proton Path through the Facility
The protons themselves have a start and end in this facility, the Cyclotron and the Gantry Rotator
Equipment. The Cyclotron (or, with some vendors, the Synchrotron) processes the protons and passes
them along the Beam Line to the multiple Gantry masses. Using the Gantry Rotator Equipment, the
protons are discharged into the patient inside of each Treatment Room.

Figure 1: Gantry Rotator Equipment

Figure 2: Cyclotron Equipment

Gantry
The Gantry is the common name for the mass of concrete that houses the large equipment that actually
connects the Beam Line and Treatment Room, as we will show later. Within it a large rotary structure
rotates

Figure 3: Gantry Concrete Mass

Figure 4: Gantry Concrete Mass + Architectural|MEP
Elements
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Beam Line
The Beam Line houses the majority of the electromagnets used to pass and accelerate the protons used
in each of the Gantry masses. It ultimately acts as the main interface between all parties: the Gantry,
Power Supply Room and Cyclotron/Synchrotron.

Figure 5: Beam Line Mass Concrete

Figure 6: Beam Line Mass Concrete + Architectural | MEP Concrete

Power Supply Room
The Power Supply Room (or rooms, depending on the vendor) house(s) all of the equipment necessary to
transfer power to the various pieces of equipment in the facility, most importantly, the Cyclotron. As
such, the majority of the conduits within the concrete begin or end in this area, creating a unique
challenge during coordination.

Figure 7: Power Supply Room Mass Concrete

Figure 8: Power Supply Room Mass Concrete
+ Architectural | MEP Concrete
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Treatment Room
The Treatment Room is where the proton is finally discharged from the Gantry Equipment into the
patient. The concrete mass surrounding this room is crucial to prevent any sort leakage of radiation to
the surrounding areas

Figure 9: Treatment Room Mass Concrete

Figure 10: Treatment Room + Architectural | MEP Elements

Treatment Control Room
Doctors and technicians dispense the protons from the Treatment Control Room. Here it is also
important to shield the occupants from excess radiation as well as connect to the various pieces of
equipment in other parts of the facility.

Figure 11: Treatment Control Room Mass Concrete

Figure 12: Treatment Control Room
+ Architectural | MEP Elements
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PRE-CONSTRUCTION
One of the biggest challenges to any project lies in coordinating the various trades involved – BIM has pushed this
into the front stage and project delivery methods like Design Assist have only increased the need to true
coordination. Below are some of the other challenges specific to working with a Proton project.
Complexity of Elements within Mass Concrete
The delicate play between a patient’s comfort and a patient’s safety make for very complex
considerations when considering the design itself. As in many projects, it can seem that there is never
enough space for various utilities to “fit”. Increased comfort for patients relies on increased ceiling
heights, which of course takes away the space available for Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and Fire
Protection utilities. As such, many of these items are instead passed through the concrete so that any
residual radiation will be released safely there before reaching either of its destinations. This causes yet
another concern however, as more elements in the concrete lessens the structural stability and shielding
capability of the concrete itself.

Figure 13: Axonometric highlighting the necessity for coordination of MEP Systems, particularly within the mass concrete
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Multi-level “Buy-In”
One of the more challenging factors in designing a Proton project, especially one that is Design Assist, is
managing the expectations of the various different stakeholders involved. In typical projects, there is the
Client, the Architect, the MEP Engineers, the Structural Engineer and the Construction Manager
however, in the case of a Proton project there needs to be additional input from a physicist to confirm
that any design and/or design changes will not inadvertently release radiation. This means that at certain
stages the design will need to be reviewed for structural and aesthetic purposes but also for another level
of safety: radiation.
In-Model Collaboration
On the MEP side it became crucial in the two projects you will see outlined below to maintain a high level
of collaboration and communication with our construction partners. Certain items, which may have been
designed with a specific intent, needed to be vetted for constructability as well as safety and comfort.
This required designers and subcontractors to work and model not only in the same software but also in
the same model to preserve the fast-paced schedule.

CONSTRUCTION
One of the most challenging aspects to building a proton center is arguably the coordination associated with the
proton equipment itself. In order to support the complex engineering and operation of the equipment, the
building must include redundant MEP services and dense shielding structures to contain radiation. These aspects
of the facility create some unique challenges for construction.
Mass Concrete Construction
The mass concrete construction of the building encompasses the area commonly referred to as the
“proton bar” which includes the gantry rooms, beam line, proton accelerator, and treatment rooms. The
physical dimensions of these rooms are determined by the proton vendor’s equipment and vary widely
from one manufacturer to another. The sequencing for the mass concrete construction is a critical
element to plan for how the proton bar will be constructed. The use of 3D modeling is a valuable
communication tool during the planning phases to illustrate how the complex geometry and shape of the
proton bar will be broken up into smaller pours. Below is an illustrate of the
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The images below show the sequencing for concrete pours of the facility in Atlanta, GA.
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Embedding MEP Utilities
Another challenge aspect of proton construction is the number of utilities that are embedded with the
mass concrete pours. In fact, and astonishing amount of conduits were installed within the concrete
shielding structure that amounted to roughly 6 miles in length. Other systems included process cooling
water, technical gasses, ductwork, and drainage plumbing. Each of the systems had specific targeted
zones where they had to land for connection to equipment. With the sequencing of the concrete
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pourbreaks, coordinated the routing paths for the massive amounts of conduit and piping from one pour
to another was critical. Furthermore, since the average pour depth was about 7 feet of solid concrete,
support structures had to be modeled and coordinated for all of the embedded utilities.
The pictures below illustrate the complexities of the concrete pours with photographs taken during
construction and snapshots from the Navisworks model.
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Scheduling
The project schedule for proton facilities works towards a key date referred to as RFE, or Ready for
Equipment. Essentially, this milestone represents the date of substantial equipment for the proton bar.
Based on various equipment vendors, the defining level of completion for RFE varies and plays a critical
impact into the overall project schedule.
Equipment Delivery Coordination
Another key factor to consider is how the proton equipment will be delivered and installed in the
building. Typically, roof openings for each of the gantries and around the accelerator are needed in the
design to allow for loading of the equipment once the cast-in-place structure is completed and the RFE
date has been reached. Key decisions for where and how the equipment is hoisted, lowered into the
building, and temporary “landing” zones for the equipment must be considered both in the design of the
structure as well as in the project schedule.
Equipment Installation & Commissioning
Once the equipment is delivered, another 12-18 month period is required for installation and
commissioning of the equipment, varying project by project. This period presents both an opportunity to
finish the remaining clinical spaces of the building with finish work, but also presents a prolonged period
for the construction team to be on-site supporting any potential needs fur the equipment vendor.

TWO SAMPLE PROJECTS
PROJECT A
Site/Location
Project A is located in the midtown neighborhood of Atlanta, GA surrounded by four city streets on all
sides of the project. With curb-to-curb construction, laydown and material deliveries played a big factor
to the planning, sequencing, and scheduling of construction.
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Project Description
This 107,000-squarefoot facility is the first proton treatment center in the state of Georgia. It consists of
five treatment rooms, four gantries and one fixed beam. Located in the heart of midtown Atlanta, this
center will treat about 2,200 patients a year and employ around one hundred-fifty fulltime healthcare
professionals.
Team
VOA – Architect

Batchelor Kimball – Mechanical Contractor

Bard, Rao + Athanas – MEP Design Engineer

Art Plumbing – Plumbing Contractor

Goldstein-Milano - Structural Engineer
Varian – Proton Equipment Vendor

Inglett & Stubbs – Electrical Contractor
Steel LLC/McGill Engineering – Steel Fabricator

Brasfield & Gorrie – Construction Manager
Kimbley-Horn – Civil Engineer

Gerdau Ameristeel – Rebar Fabricator
Irvine – Access Flooring

Schedule

BIM Challenges
- Transition from design to construction modeling
- Modeling & Coordination Schedule
- Keeping up with changes in the field
- Coordination with proton equipment vendor
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PROJECT B
Site/Location
Project B is located on a tight site in Washington D.C. metro area. There is very limited access to the site
to the north, bordered by a neighboring property to the north and an active loading dock to the south.
Two ends of the new building will connect to an existing parking deck (west) and hospital tower (east)
while spanning over the top of an active access drive for deliveries and ambulances.

Project Description
Located within the metro area of Washington DC, this center is located at Johns Hopkins Sibley campus.
Tightly situated between an existing parking deck and newly construction patient tower, this center will
feature four treatment rooms including three gantries and one fixed beam room.
Team
VOA – Architect
Bard, Rao + Athanas – MEP Design Engineer
Goldstein-Milano - Structural Engineer
Hitachi – Proton Equipment Vendor
Brasfield & Gorrie – Construction Manager
Delon Hampton & Associates – Civil Engineer

Southland Industries – Mechanical Contractor
Southland Industries – Plumbing Contractor
McDean – Electrical Contractor
TBD – Steel Fabricator
TBD – Rebar Fabricator
TBD – Access Flooring
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Schedule
The final planning and details of the schedule are currently being finalized. However, Construction is
slated to start first quarter of 2016 with a target to reach RFE (Ready for Equipment) in 20 months and an
overall construction completion in by second quarter of 2019.
BIM Challenges
- Transition from design to construction modeling
- Coordination with proton equipment vendor
- Seeing through the BIM Execution Plan
- Design-Assist shared modeling workflows

PRE-CONSTRUCTION WORKFLOWS
PROJECT DELIVERY METHODS
A Project Delivery Method is a system utilized to organize the construction of a project. There are various financial
and legal aspects to each but for the purposes of this discussion, we are simply highlighting the construction
aspects relevant to our projects.
Design-Bid-Build (DBB)
As one of the more “traditional” project delivery methods, Design-Bid-Build typically aims to create the
design through three stages, Schematic (SD), Design Development (DD) and Construction Documents
(CD). The Construction Management team then bids on the design based on a late stage CD Set as well
as quotes given by experts subcontracted for each building trade.
Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
In an Integrated Project Delivery project delivery method, all stakeholders are present at the project’s
inception. All stakeholders assume equal risk and equal reward and as such, it requires a high level of
collaboration to make sure that each stakeholder’s time managed appropriately to reduce wasted efforts
in both planning and execution.
Design-Assist (DA)
The Design-Assist project delivery method aims to deliver a lean project in which both the designers and
subcontractors are involved in collaborating in creating the overall 3D model. The purpose of doing so is
to leverage the subcontractor’s knowledge of constructability and the designer’s awareness of
engineering principles to streamline the process of completing the process. It is more like IPD than DBB
however, it can be assumed in parts unlike in IPD – for example, a single trade can choose to work with
their subcontractor early, while others may choose otherwise.

DESIGN ASSIST MANAGEMENT PROCESS
In order for this process to work, the design must be populated with accurate information concerning as many of
the aspects of the project where possible. While the expertise of each member of the Design-Assist team will
bring different expertise, the collective knowledge of the team must be integrated throughout the entire process
to achieve the project goals. As such, team members cannot afford to work in isolation from each other.
Collaboration at a deep level and a constant flow of information are integral to the Design-Assist process as well
as the success of the project. Simply reviewing cost and schedule at traditional design milestones is not sufficient
to achieving a successful project.
There are two types of team members: Design Engineer (DE) and Trade Contractor (TC) – the varying
interactions each may have had on the project are outlined below:
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Contractor-Specific Workset
In cases where the aspect of the design is considered “out-of-scope” of the DE, the TC will model that it
using the guidelines set by the DE. This can prevent unnecessary modelling by the DE, which the TC will
seek to do differently in field based on their knowledge of true constructability.
Design Options
In this workflow, the TC may seek to propose a solution that is different from the solution currently
designed by the DE. To effectively communicate this, the TC creates a Design Option, in the Revit model,
which the DE will then, after review approve into the “Main” design model. In this way, the design intent
and constructability can be discussed efficiently and quickly without disrupting design deliverables.
Design Partner Discussions
The TC and DE will discuss a particular aspect or aspect(s) of the project that the TC believes can be
handled differently. Once complete, if the decision is approved by the DE, the appropriate changes will
made by the DE within the model environment or design document.
Challenges as Moved into Construction
One of the challenge of a Design Assist BIM workflow is setting the timing of when design modeling will
end and construction modeling should begin. To the extent the TC are able to provide input in the design
models, either directly or by means of the DE, this hand-off can be planned as a smooth transition.
However, there are certain challenges that must be overcome for purposes of documentation verses
construction. For example, medical gas piping may be installed in a racked assembly as shown in figure A
below. However, for purposes of creating 2D documents for permit it is more effective to show the piping
side by side even though it will not be constructed that way. This presents a challenge in Revit when
modeling for constructability verses documentation. Understanding these challenges and the timing for
when construction modeling verses design modeling is key to any Design Assist BIM workflow.
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SOFTWARE CHALLENGES
As was mentioned in the previous section, working collaboratively in an effective manner proved challenging
especially when attempting to work in the same platform (Revit in this case). In certain cases, part of the
challenge was illustrating to various stakeholders that BIM was in not only their best interest but also their best
option for successfully completing the project.
True BIM | Levels of BIM
As a strategy to convince the various stakeholders that BIM was their best solution, we compiled a list of
projects of relatively similar size (100K – 200K sq. ft.) and showed that they were all more successful than
the CAD only projects. We then took another step to breakdown how advanced the methods were and
created our own internal “BIM Utilization” score.

Figure 14: BIM Utilization Chart showcasing the “Levels of BIM”

More BIM = More Success!
As we had expected, the
more that a project utilized
BIM the more quickly the
project was completed
overall resulting in better
fees. While, Design
Development hours were
typically higher, Construction
Document hours were
typically MUCH lower and
resulted in less maintenance
of the job during its later
phases.

Figure 15: More BIM = Shorter Project Hours
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Respecting Level of Development (LOD)
Because of the differing standards of the Design and Construction companies, each company had a
sometimes surprisingly different take on what was an acceptable Level of Development in the project as
well as the objects in the project. The final solution became to take objects that would be pre-fabricated
to a higher LOD but only after certain design milestones had been reached. Once the milestone was
reached, the object would be “switched out” for a higher-level item by the subcontractor’s modelers.
Utilizing Revit Server + VPN
One of the other huge keys to collaboration was allowing the companies to share information freely
between each other’s models. Using a combination of Autodesk’s Revit Server and a custom Virtual
Private Network solution, the subcontractors were allowed to work on specific portions of the model
once certain Design milestones had been reached. Maintaining this through the life of the project
however increased the size of some of the infrastructure however and in future projects it is likely that we
will migrate to A360 as a solution instead.

CONSTRUCTION WORKFLOWS
BIM USE DURING CONSTRUCTION
There are many continued uses for BIM during construction, many of which have to be planned for at the start of
any modeling work through close collaboration between contractor and design team.
Material Tracking with QR Codes
With plans to integrate QR codes on major MEP equipment, doors, and room codes for purposes of
material tracking, punch, commissioning, and closeout it is important to have a plan up front for how
these codes can be linked back to the model.
Progressive Laser Scanning | Reality Tracking
With tight tolerances and little room for error, the construction model with continue to be used to
validate work-in-place after construction. This will be achieved through progressive laser scanning to
validate pointclouds against the construction model, primarily concentrating on cast-in-place concrete
work and embedded MEP utilities.
Integrated QA/QC Check through Field
One major aspect for quality control in a proton facility is ensuring all systems are installed, properly
located, and secured within the formwork before concrete pours are made. By adding parameters to the
construction Revit models and breaking up the geometry of the model to match the concrete pour
sequences, we will be able to utilize custom field reports that will pull data from the model and sync
information back once QA/QC checks have been completed.
Fabrication + PreFabrication
A unique aspect to construction modeling is that the models developed by the construction team will be
utilized to plan for fabrication and installation. By verifying the routing of the building systems through
clash detection, we are able to plan for areas that allow for prefabrication. A unique opportunity for a
proton centers exists for the work that is cast within the mass concrete.

PROTON SPECIFIC CHALLENGES
There are many challenges with BIM workflows specific to proton treatment centers. With most of the challenges
revolving around the mass concrete construction, these unique aspects are not encountered to such scale as they
may on other healthcare or commercial buildings.
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Constant Change in Pour Sequences
While a great deal of planning goes into how the proton bar mass structure will be built, this plan is ever
evolving and changes due to unknown conditions in the field, or opportunities that present themselves
during the physical construction to improve the schedule. A flexible modeling approach must be planned
for that will allow for constant changing of pourbreak locations while imposing a minimal impact to the
modeling work.
Need for Complete AND Intelligent Models
There is a great need for intelligent data within the models to support construction in the field. Several
model parameters will be utilized to plan, track, and perform quality checks for the proton bar
construction. These parameters include pour ID’s, volumes, scheduled pour dates, unique ID’s, amongst
many other factors for all elements located with a single pour (i.e. conduit, ductwork, rebar, embeds,
etc.)
Use of APL
The work that goes into developing the model is only good up until the work is installed in the field if
what is installed matches the model. To ensure the model has a continued life post construction for
quality control of facility management, layout of the systems will be achieved directly from the models
and cross-verified post installation through use of laser scanning. Aligning those scans to the model will
be critical and must allow for each scan to reference “on-the-go” control points. By use of Autodesk
Point Layout, we will be able to achieve this and ensure that pointclouds are tied to known control points
in the model.
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